Abstract-The aim of this paper is to construct variable surfaces with a given boundary in R3 and to apply them to boundary value problems.
INTRODUCTION
Coons patches are very useful in constructing a surface whose boundary is a given curved rectangle C and they are uniquely determined.
In this paper, we give a method of construction of variable surfaces with the boundary C. In the construction of Coons patches, ruled surfaces generated by combining with lines between opposite two curves are blended effectively. On the other hand, the new blended surfaces which we propose are generated by combining with Bezier curves having Bezier control points instead of lines. Therefore, if control points vary, generated surfaces move. Such surfaces with a fixed boundary are very useful in graphics and in solving the boundary value problem of partial differential equations.
CONSTRUCTION OF EXTENDED BLENDED SURFACES
The polynomial B,"(t) of degree n is defined by B;(t) = 1 P(l -t)"-", 0 The following equations Taking (m -l)(n -1) co 11 ocation points (ui, wj) (i = 1,2,.
,m -1; j = 1,2,. , n -1) and substituting them into (3.11), we have (m -l)(n -1) equations 
MODELING OF MINIMAL SURFACE
In this section, we apply the algorithm of the preceding section to model a minimal surface of Scherk. We show the graphs of bm,n( U, 11 an ) d mean curvature, using a software of graphics MATHEMAT-ICA [5] , and maximum error between b'"," (u, U) and (4.3), taking 10,000 points.
